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Continuity of Learning Plan
The Continuity of Learning Plan submitted to SED had 3 components:

1. Continuity of Operations (Grab and Go breakfast and lunch meal
program) for students eligible for free or reduced price lunch

2. Continuity of Learning (Distance Learning Plan)
3. Child Care for children of health care workers and first responders
(SCOPE at Rhame Avenue School in East Rockaway).
Our plan was accepted by SED.
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Island Park UFSD
Distance Learning Plan: FXH
• PreK and K: Pencil and paper packets of learning activities to support at-home learning with parental
support. The "paper and pencil" method learning was chosen by teachers as it most closely resembles
day-to-day learning at school and supports on-going fine motor skill development.

• Grades 1 – 4: “Paper and pencil' as well as digital assignments. This included daily reading with a
journal response to a writing prompt. Math, science, and social studies assignments that could be
shared with teachers via email. Also, web-based digital instructional resources with which the students
are familiar were included (i-Ready, myON, HMH Think Central and Nearpod).

• Teachers committed to a variety of ways to check-in with parents and to provide support for the
remote/distance learning. These included email and telephone calls from teachers as students
progressed through the packets and/or digital assignments.
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Island Park UFSD
Distance Learning Plan: LOMS
• Grades 5 – 8: Chromebook initiative (with teachers and students previously trained) using a variety of
tools on the Google Platform. To ensure equal access to education, the principal and support staff
(guidance counselor, social worker, psychologist, etc.) contacted parents/guardians to ensure there was
an electronic home device such as a tablet or computer that their child could use along with Internet
access. Where there was none and/or no Internet access, the district provided a Chromebook,
installed Go Guardian filtering software, and/or provided Internet access.

• Teachers committed to communicating with students and/or parents via telephone and traditional
email as well as with students via email in Google Classroom (Grades 5-8).
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Guidance from SED re: Special Education
• On March 27, the memo “Provision of Services to Students with Disabilities
During Statewide School Closures Due to Novel Coronavirus” was issued.

• Shortly thereafter, SED provided guidance on telepractice for SWDs.
• It defined telepractice as the provision of professional service over
geographical distances by means of modern telecommunications technology,
i.e., the delivery of images (stills and videos), sound, text, and graphical data
via telephone, fax, Internet and/or video conferencing.
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New Assumptions and Expectations
• During an extended school closure, related services to students with disabilities shall be

provided through electronic communications, virtual, remote, or other online platforms, as
appropriate and as required by the student’s IEP to the greatest extent possible.
• This was based on research-based findings re: teacher-modeling:
• decreases student error
• positively affects the perceived importance of a task
• increases self-regulated learning.
• Immediate feedback from teachers/therapists creates timely connection for expert interventions and the
type of reinforcement needed.

• The videoconferencing strategy was new to all districts. We had not planned nor trained
teachers for this way of daily teaching. With advice from district counsel, we moved forward.
• Next, Mr. Russum met with all the special education teachers and service providers.
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New Assumptions and Expectations
Parents, supporting a child’s learning via teletherapy at home, responded well to the
experience that included videos or were delivered via video conferencing because

• their child was delighted to hear and/or see their teacher whom they missed
• their child was actively engaged in the learning
• they could hear and/or see the teacher modeling and providing appropriate positive
and negative interventions that enabled the child to self-correct and continue learning

Parents questioned if other children in the same family might benefit from teletherapy
teaching on an occasional, if not regular basis.
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Continuity of Learning Plan
• During an April 11 webinar superintendents participated in, Interim Commissioner of

Education, Shannon Tahoe, spoke about the need for school districts to continue to revise
their remote learning plans.

• She noted that tools, which might have been useful during the short-term might not suffice

for long-term school closures. We were encouraged to assess which sets of tools work best for
schools and/or districts based on the anticipated length of closure, the current resources
available, student access, and student grade level.

• Based on this, we considered feedback received during four weeks of our “listening to learn”

approach. Then, with the Governor’s April 16 Executive Order, closing schools through May
15, we began the process of re-envisioning a plan for phase two.
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Considerations
1. Students miss teachers, their classmates, and friends.
2. Students don’t like doing homework and now we have them doing homework in every subject
(even PE!), all day long.
3. The most positive communications from students and parents came in response to 1) check
ins calls, from teachers, emails from teachers, FXH and LOMS school videos, virtual spirit
week activities, video conferencing, Nearpod lessons with videos, subject assignments that
integrated videos posted on teacher webpages, music teachers’ video, etc
4. The District does not have enough computing devices to distribute to elementary students.
5. FXH has the highest concentration of English language Learners in the District and the
highest number of students without devices and/or Internet service at home.
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Phase One

LOMS Chromebook Initiative

• Winter 2017- Professional Development for 8th Teachers- Google Platform and Apps
• Spring 2017- Distribution and training for 8th grade students entering LBHS (1:1 Model)
Phase Two
• Fall 2017- Professional Development for 8th Teachers- Google Platform and Apps
• Spring 2018 - Distribution and training for 7th grade students (1:1 Model)

Phase Three
• Fall 2018- Professional Development for 6th grade Teachers - Google Platform and Apps
• Winter 2019- Distribution and training for 6th grade students (1:1 Model; but they do not travel with students)
• Spring 2019- Professional Development for 5th grade Teachers - Google Platform and Apps
Phase Four
• Fall 2019- Distribution and training for 5th grade students (1 cart of 25 Chromebooks per grade-shared)
• July 2020- Purchase of Chromebooks w/Carts (50 add’l Chromebooks to achieve 1-1 Model in Grade 5
Purchase for Chromebooks sp ed students for 1-1 teletherapy; then consider Grades 3 & 4.
(Note: Long Beach CSD's Chromebook plan is grades 6-12; not begin grade 5 lower grades).
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Preferred Platform:
Google Classroom and Google Meet
• Google Classroom has many built-in ways for teachers to communicate with their
students. This includes emailing student or guardians, creating posts, asking
questions, and creating assignments and quizzes. In addition to these methods,
teachers utilize the Google Meet app as it provides a secure platform to invite
students to attend a video-conference.

• With Google Classroom, the teacher can create a class for the grade-level and/or

subject(s) they teach and invite all students to attend through the organizations
secure Gmail account (IPLOMS.org). Using the Google Meet integration function
within Google Classroom, the teachers are able to create a ‘Meet link’ for the class
that will be visible to all students on the Google Classroom dashboard so they can
join a secure video-conference without posting the meeting link or sending it to
unfamiliar email addresses. LOMS teachers and students have been trained in this.
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Short-term vs Long-term
Planning and Organizing
1. Administrators are meeting with teachers tomorrow to develop plans for continuity
of learning for phase two of the extended school closure.

2. We are determined to think creatively about how we can deliver the best educational

program possible beginning next week. We have more than 2 months of school and there is
much yet to accomplish!

3. We know that teacher contact with children and social interaction among students are critical
to students’ happiness, well-being, and success with new learning. Hence we will think
creatively about how we can make this happen.

4. We know that teacher contact with parents is critical as we continue as partners in the
educational process.
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Proposed Grading Procedures
during School Closures
1. School Closure’s Impact on Traditional Grading Practices
2. FXH Grading
3. LOMS Grading
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School Closure’s Impact on
Traditional Grading Policy and Practices
The primary goal of grading is to communicate progress that is representative of each student’s
achievement and work habits/effort. It is intended to be helpful to parents, and supportive of
students. Students’ grades will not be penalized by the loss of in-class learning days; nor will they
be inflated because of it.
Grading by teachers of students working remotely from home through distance learning, will take
into consideration several factors:
• There is an adjustment period for students and teachers as they transition to distance learning.
• Students and families may be subject to illness, hospital stays, temporary housing, etc. that
preclude students from doing and/or completing work.
• Unless students are provided devices on an individual basis, there will be challenges in
households to schedule time for home device usage; this will create inequitable learning
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opportunities among students.

Proposed Emergency
Grading Policy and Practices-FXH
• During an elementary school marking period when school closure results in
distance learning for an entire marking period, the report card will remain
blank in the standards-based boxes that typically indicate a 1-4 level.

• Comments, instead, will be written to parents explaining the status of
student learning. Work Habits/Effort for online instruction will be
calculated and recorded as usual. However, these grades will not be used
to deny any student entrance to the Discovery program.
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Proposed Emergency
Grading Policy and Practices-LOMS
• During a middle school making period when school closure results in distance learning for its
entirety, grades for that period will be calculated by teachers following the “do no harm”
philosophy. Students can “earn” a grade for achievement that is reflective of their work
throughout the distance learning period as they would during any other time. However, if the
work during the distance learning period results in a total grade for that period that is lower
than all other in-school periods previously rendered, it will be given a grade of NM (No
Mark). Comments by the teacher to the parent will explain the NM grade. NMs, however,
will not be averaged into the final grade.

• Work Habits/Effort grades will be calculated and recorded as usual. However, these
grades will not be used to deny any student entrance to the Discovery program,
Regents classes, Honor Roll, High Honor Roll, or National Junior Honor Society.16

